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QUESTIONS PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

Whether Citizens United v. Federal Election Comm’n,
130 S. Ct. 876 (2010), and Davis v. Federal Election
Comm’n, 128 S. Ct. 2759 (2008), require this Court to
strike down Arizona’s matching funds trigger under
the First and Fourteenth Amendments because it
penalizes and deters free speech by forcing privatelyfinanced candidates and their supporters to finance
the dissemination of hostile political speech whenever
they raise or spend private money, or when independent expenditures are made, above a "spending limit."

Whether Citizens United and Davis require this
Court to strike down Arizona’s matching funds trigger
under the First and Fourteenth Amendments because
it regulates campaign financing in order to equalize
"influence" and financial resources among competing
candidates and interest groups, rather than to advance directly a compelling state interest in the least
restrictive manner.
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RULE 14.1(b) STATEMENT
A list of all parties to the proceeding in the court
whose judgment is the subject of the petition is as
follows:
Plaintiffs-Appellees and Petitioners: John McComish;
Nancy McLain; and Tony Bouie.
Plaintiff-Intervenors-Appellees and Respondents:
Dean Martin; Robert Burns; Rick Murphy; Arizona
Free Enterprise Club’s Freedom Club PAC; and
Arizona Taxpayers Action Committee, as agent of
Taxpayers Action Committee.
Defendants-Appellants and Respondents: Ken Bennett, in his official capacity as Secretary of State of
the State of Arizona; Gary Scaramazzo, in his official
capacity as a member (Commissioner) of the Arizona
Citizens Clean Elections Commission; Royann J.
Parker, in her official capacity as a member (Commissioner) of the Arizona Citizens Clean Elections Commission; Jeffrey L. Fairman, in his official capacity as
a member (Commissioner) of the Arizona Citizens
Clean Elections Commission; Louis Hoffman, in his
official capacity as a member (Commissioner) of the
Arizona Citizens Clean Elections Commission; and
Lori S. Daniels, in her official capacity as a member
(Commissioner) of the Arizona Citizens Clean Elections Commission.
Defendant-Intervenor-Appellant
Clean Elections Institute, Inc.

and Respondent:

This petition has not been filed by or on behalf of a
nongovernmental corporation.
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
John McComish, Nancy McLain and Tony Bouie
respectfully petition for a writ of certiorari to review
the judgment of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit.

OPINIONS BELOW
The merits decision of the court of appeals was
originally reported at 605 F.3d 720. The original
decision, however, was subsequently amended to
include a revised footnote 1, which corrected factual
misstatements concerning former Arizona Governor
John Fife Symington. The amended merits decision is
not officially reported, but is available at 2010 WL
2595288 and 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 13032, and is
reproduced in the Appendix at 2-45. The decision of
the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona is
not officially reported, but is available at 2010 WL
2292213 and 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4932, and is
reproduced in the Appendix at 47-80.

JURISDICTION
The judgment of the court of appeals was entered
on May 21, 2010 (the amended merits decision did not
result in the issuance of an amended judgment). Pet.
App. 1. This petition has been filed within 90 days of
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May 21, 2010. Accordingly, the Court’s jurisdiction is
invoked under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY
PROVISIONS INVOLVED
This case involves the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution, 42
U.S.C. § 1983, as well as ARIZ. REV. STAT. ("A.R.S.")
§§ 16-940 through 16o961 (full statements of each of
these constitutional and statutory provisions are
reproduced in the Appendix at 134-81).
The First Amendment to the United States
Constitution provides:
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech...
A.R.S. § 16-940 provides:
Findings and declarations
A. The people of Arizona declare our intent to
create a clean elections system that will improve the
integrity of Arizona state government by diminishing
the influence of special-interest money, will encourage
citizen participation in the political process, and will
promote freedom of speech under the U.S. and Arizona Constitutions. Campaigns will become more issueoriented and less negative because there will be no
need to challenge the sources of campaign money.
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B. The people of Arizona find that our current
election-financing system:
1. Allows Arizona elected officials to accept
large campaign contributions from private interests
over which they have governmental jurisdiction;
2. Gives incumbents an unhealthy advantage
over challengers;
3. Hinders communication to voters by many
qualified candidates;
4. Effectively suppresses the voices and influence of the vast majority of Arizona citizens in favor
of a small number of wealthy special interests;
5. Undermines public confidence in the integrity of public officials;
6. Costs average taxpayers millions of dollars in
the form of subsidies and special privileges for campaign contributors;
7. Drives up the cost of running for state office,
discouraging otherwise qualified candidates who lack
personal wealth or access to special-interest funding;
and
8. Requires that elected officials spend too
much of their time raising funds rather than representing the public.
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A.R.S. § 16-952 provides:
Equal funding of candidates
A. Whenever during a primary election period a
report is filed, or other information comes to the
attention of the commission, indicating that a nonparticipating candidate who is not unopposed in that
primary has made expenditures during the election
cycle to date exceeding the original primary election
spending limit, including any previous adjustments,
the commission shall immediately pay from the fund
to the campaign account of any participating candidate in the same party primary as the nonparticipating candidate an amount equal to any excess of the
reported amount over the primary election spending
limit as previously adjusted, less six per cent for a
nonparticipating candidate’s fund-raising expenses
and less the amount of early contributions raised for
that participating candidate for that office as prescribed by section 16-945. The primary election
spending limit for all such participating candidates
shall be adjusted by increasing it by the amount that
the commission is obligated to pay to a participating
candidate.
B. Whenever during a general election period a
report has been filed, or other information comes to
the attention of the commission, indicating that the
amount a nonparticipating candidate who is not
unopposed has received in contributions during the
election cycle to date less the amount of expenditures
the nonparticipating candidate made through the end

of the primary election period exceeds the original
general election spending limit, including any previous adjustments, the commission shall immediately
pay from the fund to the campaign account of any
participating candidate qualified for the ballot and
seeking the same office as the nonparticipating
candidate an amount equal to any excess of the
reported difference over the general election spending
limit, as previously adjusted, less six per cent for a
nonparticipating candidate’s fund-raising expenses.
The general election spending limit for all such
participating candidates shall be adjusted by increasing it by the amount that the commission is obligated
to pay to a participating candidate.
C. For the purposes of subsections A and B of
this section, the following expenditures reported
pursuant to this article shall be treated as follows:
1. Independent expenditures against a participating candidate shall be treated as expenditures of
each opposing candidate, for the purpose of subsection A of this section, or contributions to each opposing candidate, for the purpose of subsection B of this
section.
2. Independent expenditures in favor of one or
more nonparticipating opponents of a participating
candidate shall be treated as expenditures of those
nonparticipating candidates, for the purpose of subsection A of this section, or contributions to those
nonparticipating candidates, for the purpose of subsection B of this section.
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3. Independent expenditures in favor of a
participating candidate shall be treated, for every
opposing participating candidate, as though the
independent expenditures were an expenditure of a
nonparticipating opponent, for the purpose of subsection A of this section, or a contribution to a nonparticipating opponent, for the purpose of subsection B of
this section.
4. Expenditures made during the primary
election period by or on behalf of an independent
candidate or a nonparticipating candidate who is
unopposed in a party primary shall be deducted from
the total amount of monies raised for purposes of
determining the amount of equalizing funds, up to
the amount of primary funds received by the participating candidate. Equalizing funds pursuant to
subsection B of this section shall then be calculated
and paid at the start of the general election period.
5. Expenditures made before the general election period that consist of a contract, promise or
agreement to make an expenditure during the general election period resulting in an extension of credit
shall be treated as though made during the general
election period, and equalizing funds pursuant to
subsection B of this section shall be paid at the start
of the general election period.
6. Expenditures for or against a participating
candidate promoting or opposing more than one
candidate who is not running for the same office shall
be allocated by the commission among candidates for

different offices based on the relative size or length
and relative prominence of the reference to candidates for different offices ....

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This case seeks to vindicate the constitutional
principles applied in Citizens United v. Federal Election Comm’n, 130 S. Ct. 876 (2010), and Davis v.
Federal Election Comm’n, 128 S. Ct. 2759 (2008). At
issue is the matching funds trigger, A.R.S. 8 16952(A)-(C), of the so-called Arizona Citizens Clean
Elections Act, A.R.S. 88 16-940 et seq. This provision
triggers government money grants that match every
dollar of private campaign contributions or expenditures made in support of a "traditional" candidate
above a "spending limit" with nearly a dollar of
government subsidies to opposing candidates who are
"participating" in Arizona’s government campaign
financing system. See ARIZ. REV. SWAT. 8 16-952(A)(C). The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit defied Citizens United and Davis when it
upheld Arizona’s matching funds trigger as imposing
only an insubstantial burden on the exercise of First
Amendment rights, reversing the district court’s
permanent injunction on A.R.S. 8 16-952(A)-(C).
On June 8, 2010, this Court entered an order
blocking the Ninth Circuit’s decision from taking
effect. Pet. App. 81. The order stayed the mandate
from the decision and lifted the appellate stay on the
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district court’s permanent injunction on Arizona’s
matching funds trigger. It thereby ensured that
matching funds would not be distributed in Arizona
during the pendency of this petition.
Subsequent decisions arising from the Second
and Eleventh Circuits have followed suit, enjoining
Connecticut and Florida’s equivalent matching funds
triggers. Green Party of Conn. v. Garfield, Nos.
09-3760-cv(L), 09-3941-cv(CON), 2010 WL 2737153,
*25-*28, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 14286, *77-*86 (2nd
Cir. 2010); Scott v. Roberts, No. 10-1321, 2010 WL
2977614, "10-’14, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 15897, *29*42 (llth Cir. 2010). This has resulted in a three-tofour circuit split as to whether matching funds triggers violate the First and Fourteenth Amendments.
Compare id.; Day v. Halloran, 34 F.3d 1356, 1359-60
(8th Cir. 1994); with N.C. Right to Life, Inc. v. Leake,
524 F.3d 427, 438 (4th Cir. 2008); Daggett v. Comm’n
on Gov’t Ethics, 205 F.3d 445, 466-72 (lst Cir. 2000);
Gable v. Patton, 142 F.3d 940, 947 (6th Cir. 1998).
I.

The Speech Burden of Arizona’s Matching
Funds Trigger.

1. The Ninth Circuit’s decision misstates the
facts when it asserts Petitioners did not identify a
single time when they refrained from making expenditures or contributions because of Arizona’s matching
funds trigger. Pet. App. 28-33. In fact, Petitioners
identified numerous specific examples of Arizona’s
matching funds trigger causing them to refrain from
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making specific expenditures or receiving specific
contributions. Pet. App. 243-50. These were not
isolated occurrences, but rather they represent a
general course of conduct among traditional candidates and their supporters as established by expert
testimony, a peer reviewed academic study, and
voluminous testimony from numerous party and nonparty witnesses. Pet. App. 230-55.
2. Vividly recalling her husband’s exclamation,
"[t]hat’s the craziest thing I’ve ever heard of," Petitioner Nancy McLain testified that she decided not to
self-finance her campaign during Arizona’s 2004
election cycle after she and her husband discussed
how Arizona’s matching funds trigger would give a
like amount to opposing participating candidates.
Pet. App. 192, 195. Petitioner McLain further testified that the threat of Arizona’s matching funds
trigger forced her to decide not to raise any more
contributions during the 2008 general election. Pet.
App. 195-97.
3. Petitioner Tony Bouie testified that he "made
a decision to minimize and delay campaign expenditures after seeing the full impact of" triggering
matching funds to his opponents and "decided to wait
until the last possible minute ... to spend money" on
his campaign. Pet. App. 300, 303, 311. Bouie’s fear of
Arizona’s matching funds trigger is so profound that,
for the 2010 election cycle, he chose to run for an
office in which he did not face competition from a
participating candidate. Pet. App. 296-97.
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4. Reeling from a deluge of hostile speech
financed by his campaign expenditures and independent expenditures through Arizona’s matching
funds trigger, McComish decided not to spend money
on an "auto-dialer" campaign marketing program for
fear of triggering matching funds to his opponents.
Pet. App. 247-48, 328-29. Spending $2,500 on the
auto-dialer program would have triggered matching
funds in the aggregate amount of nearly $7,500 to
McComish’s participating opponents. Pet. App. 248.
5. Petitioners are not alone in finding their
exercise of First Amendment rights penalized and
chilled. Expert witness Dr. Marcus Osborn reviewed
all of the evidence in the record and found that
"[f]irst time candidates, veteran candidates, sophisticated independent expenditure committees and even
a member of the Clean Elections Commission all
confirmed in their interviews or testimony that the
matching funds component of the Clean Election[s]
Act created a drag or ’chilling effect’ on their campaign fundraising and expenditures that tended to
restrict and delay campaign fundraising and spending." Pet. App. 231. As explained by Dr. Osborn, this
chilling effect arises because the "matching funds
component impose[s] a significant ’cost,’ or competitive disadvantage, on traditional candidates with
respect to raising and spending money that would not
exist in a world without matching funds." Pet. App.
253.
6. Consistent with Petitioners’ testimony and
Dr. Osborn’s expert opinion, average per capita
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expenditures in Arizona by traditional legislative
candidates of major parties declined 6% in real terms
between 1998 and 2006. Pet. App. 290. And per capita
growth of independent expenditure spending in
Arizona has lagged per capita growth of PAC spending nationally by at least 33% between 1998 and
2006. Pet. App. 285-86.
II.

The Windfall Effect of Arizona’s Matching
Funds Trigger.

1. Arizona’s matching funds trigger is a component of the Arizona Citizens Clean Elections Act,
A.R.S. §§ 16-940 et seq., which is expressly premised
on the goal of equalizing resources and disproportionate influence among competing candidates and interest groups. However, despite its resource and
influence equalizing purpose, Arizona’s matching
funds trigger typically generates a windfall of campaign resources for participating candidates.
2. For example, because Petitioner McComish
faced three participating opponents in the 2008
Arizona primary, every dollar he spent above his
"spending limit" triggered nearly three dollars to be
spent against his candidacy. Pet. App. 247-49. As a
result, Petitioner McComish watched his three participating opponents collectively receive $140,227.98 in
public financing, which included $82,081.98 in matching funds triggered by campaign expenditures made
by McComish and independent expenditure committees above the applicable $19,382.00 "spending limit."
Pet. App. 328.
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3. The same windfall effect for opposing participating candidates arises from matching funds triggered by independent expenditures. For example, the
Arizona Realtors Association made an independent
expenditure in the amount of $6,500 ostensibly to
support Petitioner McComish, which triggered $18,330
in the aggregate to his three competing participating
opponents. Pet. App. 327-28.
4. As a result of these and other windfall effects, during Arizona’s 2006 legislative election cycle,
participating candidates, on average, received and
spent: a) nearly $5,000 more (nearly 30% more) than
traditional candidates during the primary election;
and b) nearly $12,000 more (nearly 136% more) than
traditional candidates during the general election.
Pet. App. 291.
5. For traditional candidates and their supporters, the windfall effect of Arizona’s matching funds
trigger generates the fear that the government will
finance overwhelming amounts of hostile speech
against them if they exercise their First Amendment
rights. Pet. App. 247-49, 326-29.
III. The Disconnect between Anticorruption
Purposes and Arizona’s Matching Funds
Trigger.
1. Dr. Osborn has opined that Arizona has
already established adequate regulations to prevent
the appearance and actuality of corruption from
private contributions. Pet. App. 109, 255-75. Arizona’s
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matching funds trigger does nothing that could further
enhance the prevention of actual or apparent corruption in Arizona’s electoral system. Pet. App. 264.
2. In fact, candidates, individuals and interest
groups manipulate Arizona’s matching funds trigger
to generate the functional equivalent of unlimited
and undisclosed private contributions to participating
candidates. Pet. App. 270-75. Arizona’s matching
funds trigger thereby replicates and augments whatever actual or apparent corruption may be associated with completely unregulated private campaign
financing. Pet. App. 271.
3. For example, wealthy individuals can bypass
contribution limits and disclosure requirements by
running as self-financed candidates in the same race
as one or more favored participating candidates in
order to trigger matching funds to those participating
candidates. Pet. App. 271-72. Sam George’s selffinanced traditional candidacy for Arizona Corporation Commissioner, which triggered nearly a million
dollars to participating candidates, with whom he
coordinated campaign strategy, clearly had this
appearance. Pet. App. 200, 202-05, 211-12, 214-15,
218-22, 272.
4. Similarly, individuals and special interests
can directly fund traditional candidates with the expectation that, by doing so, they will trigger matching
funds to favored participating candidate(s), bypassing contribution limits and disclosure regulations.
Pet. App. 271-72. Corporation Commissioner Paul
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Newman testified that this is what the energy industry appeared to do during the 2008 election cycle
when he heard that Republicans were running a
"team" of traditional and participating candidates for
Corporation Commission. Pet. App. 200-02, 205-08.
IV. The Proceedings Below.
1. Based on federal question jurisdiction, Fourteenth Amendment incorporation doctrine and 42
U.S.C. § 1983, the district court previously ruled
three times that Arizona’s matching funds trigger
provision violates the First Amendment under Davis.
Pet. App. 67-72, 101-15, 124-29. Although the district
court initially refrained from issuing preliminary
injunctive relief due to ongoing elections, the court’s
rulings were ultimately finalized in the permanent
injunction entered by the district court on January
20, 2010, which barred enforcement of Arizona’s
matching funds trigger. Pet. App. 80. But in a bare
decision entered on February 1, 2010, the Ninth
Circuit’s motions panel stayed enforcement of the
district court’s permanent injunction pending unspecified action by the merits panel. Pet. App. 84-85.
2. Circuit Judge Bea dissented from the bare
stay decision with a detailed explanation spanning
five pages emphasizing that Arizona’s matching funds
triggers clearly violated the principles enforced in
Citizens United and Davis. Pet. App. 86-87. Nevertheless, the Ninth Circuit’s merits decision later reversed
the district court’s permanent injunction on Arizona’s
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matching funds trigger. Pet. App. 39. This petition
seeks review of that decision.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION
The Court should grant this petition for three
reasons: 1) as was implicitly recognized by the Court
in its June 8, 2010 decision to restore the district
court’s injunction on Arizona’s matching funds trigger, this case presents issues of great nationwide
importance and the Ninth Circuit’s decision contradicts recent decisions of this Court; 2) there is a clear
and irreconcilable split among the circuits on these
issues, requiring resolution by this Court; and 3) the
principles enforced by the Court in Citizens United
and Davis provide a perfect framework for harmonizing the split between the circuits.
I.

This case presents issues of great nationwide importance and the Ninth Circuit’s
decision contradicts recent decisions of
this Court.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has refused
to recognize that the government may not single out,
punish and deter the exercise of First Amendment
rights by causing the campaign financing efforts of
traditional candidates and their supporters to produce fundraising advantages for their political opponents. The Ninth Circuit has thereby defied the core
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constitutional principles applied in Citizens United
and Davis.
Specifically, in Davis, the Court embraced Pacific
Gas & Elec. Co. v. Public Util. Comm’n of Cal., 475
U.S. 1, 14 (1986), and held that the government
violates the First Amendment when it devises a
regulatory scheme that punishes and deters the
exercise of First Amendment rights. Davis, 128 S. Ct.
at 2772. The Court further held that campaign finance regulations cannot be rigged to equalize financial resources by triggering competitive disadvantages that will create a "drag" on the robust exercise
of First Amendment rights. Id. And in Citizens United, the Court reaffirmed and reiterated Davis’ disapproval of resource equalization among candidates as a
justification for campaign finance regulations by
underscoring that the government may not devise
campaign regulatory schemes that prohibit or burden
free speech by disfavored groups to "balance" disproportionate resources or influence. Citizens United,
130 S. Ct. at 905-10. The Court emphasized, however,
that this was not really a new rule of law, but rather
was one that traced at least as far back as Buckley v.
Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48 (1976), which rejected "the
premise that the Government has an interest ’in
equalizing the relative ability of individuals and
groups to influence the outcome of elections.’" Citizens United, 130 S. Ct. at 904.
Contrary to Citizens United and Davis, Arizona’s
matching funds trigger is expressly premised on the
goal of equalizing resources and disproportionate
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influence among competing candidates and interest
groups. See ARIZ. REV. SWAT. §§ 16-940(A)-(B), 16-952
("Equal funding of candidates"). Contrary to Davis,
Arizona’s matching funds trigger ensures the robust
exercise of First Amendment rights will trigger
competitive disadvantages for traditional candidates
and their supporters, including independent expenditure committees. Pet. App. 67-68, 105-06, 128-29,23435, 252-54. And contrary to Davis’ embrace of Pacific
Gas & Elec. Co., by tying public funding to an opponent’s exercise of First Amendment rights, Arizona’s
matching funds trigger effectively forces traditional
candidates and their supporters to disseminate
hostile speech by opposing participating candidates.
Pet. App. 105-06. Taken together, the Ninth Circuit’s
merits decision clearly defies Citizens United and
Davis. Such defiance has nationwide importance
because its effects cannot be confined to the Ninth
Circuit, much less Arizona.
Arizona is not alone in rigging its electoral system to trigger government subsidies to participating
candidates based on the exercise of First Amendment
rights by traditional candidates and their supporters.
Although labeled differently, similar trigger provisions exist (or have existed) in public financing
schemes throughout the United States, including in
Connecticut, Florida, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, Rhode Island,
and Wisconsin. See CONN. GEN. SWAT. §§ 9-700 to
9-759 (2009); FLA. SWAT. §§ 106.30-106.36 (2009);
ME. REV. SWAT. ANN. tit. 21-A, §§ 1121-1128 (2009);
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MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 55C, §81-12 (2010);
The 2007 New Jersey Fair and Clean Elections
Pilot Project Act, Pub. L. No. 2007, c. 60 (2007); N.M.
SWAT. 88 1-19A-1 to 1-19A-17 (2010); N.C. GEN. SWAT.
88 163-278.61 to 163-278.70 (2010); R.I. GEN. LAWS
§8 17-25-1 to 17-25-30 (2010); WIS. SWAT. ANN. §8 11.5011.522 (West 2010). And while California recently rejected a ballot proposal to establish a similar scheme,
campaign finance regulation advocates in Illinois are
reportedly promoting a version of the matching funds
trigger. Compare National Conference of State Legislatures, http://www.ncsl.org/default.aspx?TabId=20454
(last visited Aug. 12, 2010), with Adam Doster, Public
Financing on the Horizon?, Progress Illinois, July 23,
2010, http://www.progressillinois.com/quick-hits/content/
2010/07/23/public-financing-horizon.
If the Ninth Circuit’s defiance were allowed to
stand, nationwide confusion over the constitutionality
of matching funds triggers would spread and reign
supreme. Fortunately, on June 8, 2010, this Court
took a strong step towards establishing uniformity in
the law by blocking the distribution of matching
funds to participating candidates in Arizona. Pet.
App. 81. By vacating the stay imposed by the Ninth
Circuit on the district court’s decision to enjoin Arizona’s matching funds trigger, the Court implicitly
ruled that the Ninth Circuit was "demonstrably
wrong" to allow the disbursement of matching funds
to government-subsidized candidates during Arizona’s
2010 election cycle. Quoting W. Airlines, Inc. v. Int’l
Brotherhood of Teamsters, 480 U.S. 1301, 1305 (1987)
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(O’Connor, J., in chambers). And by staying the
issuance of the mandate from the Ninth Circuit’s
merits decision (after requesting Petitioners to represent that they would timely file this petition - see
Pet. App. 82), the Court implicitly confirmed that it
was likely to grant certiorari. Rostker v. Goldberg,
448 U.S. 1306, 1308 (1980) (Brennan, J., in chambers) (observing grant of stay requires "a ’reasonable
probability’ that four Justices will consider the issue
sufficiently meritorious to grant certiorari or to note
probable jurisdiction"). The Court thereby signaled
strong support for both granting this petition and
establishing a uniform rule for the treatment of
matching funds triggers. This petition should be
granted because, as discussed below, the need for the
Court to provide such guidance has only grown since
June 8, 2010.
II.

There is a clear and irreconcilable split
among the circuits on the issues implicated by this case, requiring resolution by
this Court.

Citing this Court’s June 8, 2010 order, the Second
Circuit rejected the Ninth Circuit’s analysis as "unpersuasive." Green Party of Conn., 2010 WL 2737153,
at *27 n.19, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 14286, at *83 n.19.
The Eleventh Circuit likewise refused to follow the
Ninth Circuit or the decisions of the First and Fourth
Circuits, which upheld matching funds triggers prior
to this Court’s rulings in Davis and Citizens United.
Scott, 2010 WL 2977614, at "10-’12, 2010 U.S. App.
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LEXIS 15897, at "29-’34. Instead, the Second and
Eleventh Circuits have enjoined Connecticut and
Florida’s versions of Arizona’s matching funds trigger.
In so doing, they have sided with the prescient Eighth
Circuit decision of Day, 34 F.3d at 1359-60, which was
cited approvingly in Davis for striking down Minnesota’s matching funds trigger. 128 S. Ct. at 2272.
As a result, a stand-off exists between and among
a majority of the circuit courts that are responsible
for reviewing constitutional challenges to state law.
Specifically, three circuits have struck down matching
funds triggers and four circuits have upheld them,
with the post-Davis majority rule being that matching funds triggers are unconstitutional. But the split
between the circuits goes much deeper than the
outcomes of their decisions. As discussed below, the
circuits clash on every level of constitutional analysis
implicated by matching funds triggers.
A.

The circuits clash on the speech burden of matching funds triggers.

The Second, Eighth and Eleventh Circuits hold
that matching funds triggers impose a substantial
burden that punishes and deters the exercise of First
Amendment rights by effectively coercing individuals
and groups to finance hostile speech by participating
candidates. Scott, 2010 WL 2977614, at "10-’12, 2010
U.S. App. LEXIS 15897, at "29-’34; Green Party of
Conn., 2010 WL 2737153, at *26-*28, 2010 U.S. App.
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LEXIS 14286, at "80-’86; Day, 34 F.3d at 1359-60.
Both the Second and Eleventh Circuits emphasize
that matching funds triggers are "harsher than the
penalty in Davis," as they leave "no doubt" that the
participating opponents of traditional candidates
"will receive additional money." Scott, 2010 WL
2977614, at "12, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 15897, at *33
(citing Green Party of Conn., 2010 WL 2737153, at
*26, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 14286, at *82). The
Eighth Circuit further holds that matching funds
triggers amount to content-based speech regulations
because they are triggered only by campaign expenditures and contributions that communicate support for
traditional candidates or opposition for participating
candidates. Day, 34 F.3d at 1360-61.
The Ninth Circuit rejects this analysis, contending that the burden imposed by matching funds
triggers is merely an insubstantial "strategic" choice.
Pet. App. 28-35. The First and Fourth Circuits appear
to have declared that matching funds triggers impose
no burden on First Amendment rights. Daggett, 205
F.3d at 464 (holding matching funds trigger did "not
create a burden on speakers’ First Amendment
rights"); Leake, 524 F.3d at 437 (holding "[w]e conclude that the state’s provision of matching funds
does not burden the First Amendment rights of nonparticipating candidates ... or independent entities
... that seek to make expenditures on behalf of
nonparticipating candidates"). And the Sixth Circuit
simply sidesteps the issue, declaring bluntly that it
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would "not second guess the Kentucky legislature by
applying a ’scalpel.’" Gable, 142 F.3d at 947-49.
B.

The circuits clash on the level of scrutiny applicable to matching funds
triggers.

The dispute over the burden imposed by matching funds triggers has led to a split between the
circuits as to the level of scrutiny to apply and
whether matching funds triggers survive any level of
scrutiny. The Second, Eighth and Eleventh Circuits
each applied strict scrutiny and each struck down
matching funds triggers for not advancing anticorruption purposes in a narrowly-tailored manner.
Scott, 2010 WL 2977614, at "10-’12, 2010 U.S. App.
LEXIS 15897, at *29-*34; Green Party of Conn., 2010
WL 2737153, at *26-*28, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS
14286, at *80-*86; Day, 34 F.3d at 1359-62. The
Eighth Circuit even went so far as to declare that
"It]he statute’s burden on First Amendment rights
does not satisfy strict, intermediate, or even the most
cursory scrutiny." Day, 34 F.3d at 1362.
By contrast, the First, Fourth and Sixth Circuits
simply upheld Kentucky, Maine and North Carolina’s
matching funds triggers without clearly articulating
any level of scrutiny. Daggett, 205 F.3d at 464; Leake,
524 F.3d at 437; Gable, 142 F.3d at 947-49. The Ninth
Circuit, however, preferred to apply intermediate
scrutiny, holding that Arizona’s matching funds
trigger is sufficiently well-tailored to important
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governmental interests because it encourages participation in public campaign financing. Pet. App. 34-38.
C. The circuits clash as to whether promoting participation in public financing serves anticorruption purposes.
The adoption of differing levels of scrutiny (or
none at all), however, has not avoided clashes between the circuits on discrete issues related to the
level of scrutiny. Significantly, the rulings of the
Second, Eighth and Eleventh Circuits clash with the
assertion of the Ninth Circuit that the encouragement of participation in public campaign financing
advances anticorruption purposes. Compare Scott,
2010 WL 2977614, at "10-’12, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS
15897, at *29-*34; Green Party of Conn., 2010 WL
2737153, at *26-*28, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 14286, at
*80-*86; Day, 34 F.3d at 1359-62, with Pet. App. 34-38.
In particular, contrary to the Ninth Circuit, the
Eleventh Circuit has ruled that matching funds
triggers are primarily aimed at equalizing resources
and influence among candidates and interest. Compare Pet. App. 11-12 with Scott, 2010 WL 2977614, at
"13, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS 15897, at *37 (observing
"[a]t bottom, the Florida public campaign financing
system appears primarily to advantage candidates
with little money or who exercise restraint in fundraising ... the system levels the electoral playing
field, and that purpose is constitutionally problematic"). The Eleventh Circuit also rejects the Ninth
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Circuit’s apparent notion that promoting participation in public campaign financing necessarily serves
anticorruption purposes when private campaign
financing is already stringently regulated. Scott, 2010
WL 2977614, at "13-’14, 2010 U.S. App. LEXIS
15897, at *37-*40 ("As we have explained, in Florida,
every candidate for public office, whether participating or not, is subject to a $500 limit on campaign
contributions .... And when contributions are so
limited, the Supreme Court has told us that a limit on
general campaign expenditures does not serve the
anticorruption interest .... Florida, in the light of the
election laws it has adopted, cannot impose a ’special
and potentially significant burden,’.., on the First
Amendment rights of nonparticipating candidates
who do not wish, for whatever reason, to accept public
money and its attendant limitations on the theory
that its public financing system reduces actual or
apparent corruption") (citations omitted). Finally, the
Eleventh Circuit clashes with the Ninth Circuit as to
the existence of less-restrictive alternatives to the
matching funds trigger. Compare Pet. App. 37-38 with
Scott, 2010 WL 2977614, at "13-’14, 2010 U.S. App.
LEXIS 15897, at "39-’41 ("Florida could encourage
participation to virtually the same degree that it
maintains it currently does by doing no more than
releasing participating candidates from the expenditure ceiling.").
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D. There is a substantial risk that the
circuit split will widen.
The stand-off between and among the First,
Second, Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, Ninth and Eleventh
Circuits is not likely to remain a d~tente. In an
ongoing challenge to the matching funds trigger
codified in Wisconsin law, the Seventh Circuit will
soon be forced to choose which line of cases to follow.
See Wis. Right to Life Po[itica[ Action Comm. v.
Brennan, No. 09-cv-764-vis, 2010 WL 933809, "1-’2,
2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22863, "1-’4, (W.D. Wis. Mar.
11, 2010). Although the post-Citizens United and
Davis majority rule is that matching funds triggers
are unconstitutional, the depth of the jurisprudential
dispute between the circuits is so great that there is a
substantial risk that the circuit split will widen,
rather than heal, over time. The Ninth Circuit’s
defiance of Citizens United and Davis shows that the
logic of existing Supreme Court precedent will not
alone persuasively harmonize the circuits.
E.

This petition must be granted to avoid
growing confusion over First Amendment jurisprudence.

Under these circumstances, especially after the
entry of this Court’s June 8, 2010 order, denying the
instant petition would only engender more confusion
among the circuits as to the constitutionality of
matching funds trigger provisions. And this confusion
will inevitably infect other critically important areas
of constitutional law.
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For example, the Ninth Circuit has asserted that
the burden imposed on traditional candidates and
their supporters by Arizona’s matching funds trigger
is insubstantial because it only requires a "strategic"
choice to be made. Pet. App. 28-35. Concededly, Arizona’s matching funds trigger does present a choice to
traditional candidates and their supporters - either
stop raising and spending money to project your
political message to the public or do so and finance
your opponent’s dissemination of hostile speech
against you. But labeling such decisions "strategic,"
does not alter the fact that, for candidates competing
in the hurly-burly of electoral politics, the choice
presented by the matching funds trigger is often no
different than "your money or your (political) life."
Pet. App. 230-54. Settled law stands against the
government imposing, through the threat of matching
funds, a burden on decision processes concerning the
exercise of core free speech rights that should be left
free and uninhibited under the First Amendment.
It is well-established that "[w]hat the First
Amendment precludes the government from commanding directly, it also precludes the government
from accomplishing indirectly." Rutan v. Republican
Party of Illinois, 497 U.S. 62, 78 (1990); see also
Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, 249-50
(1936) ("[t]he evils to be prevented [by the First
Amendment] were not the censorship of the press
merely, but any action of the government by means of
which it might prevent such free and general discussion of public matters as seems absolutely essential to
prepare the people for an intelligent exercise of their
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rights as citizens") (citations omitted). One corollary
of this principle is the doctrine of unconstitutional
conditions, which generally prohibits the government
from forcing individuals to choose between exercising
their First Amendment rights and receiving government benefits. Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513, 51819, 526 (1958) (holding First Amendment bars conditioning of tax exemption on showing that taxpayer
had not engaged in subversive advocacy, observing to
hold otherwise would allow the government to "produce a result which [it] could not command directly");
see also Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 362 (1976)
(holding "[t]he denial of a public benefit may not be
used by the government for the purpose of creating an
incentive enabling it to achieve what it may not
command directly"); see generally Richard Epstein,
The Supreme Court, 1987 Term -Foreword: Unconstitutional Conditions, State Power, and the Limits of
Consent, 102 HARV. L. REV. 4, 6-8, 73-102 (1988).
Another corollary is that "constitutional violations
may arise from the deterrent, or ’chilling,’ effect of
governmental regulations that fall short of a direct
prohibition against the exercise of First Amendment
rights." Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1, 11 (1972); see also
Bd. of County Comm’rs v. Umbehr, 518 U.S. 668, 67475 (1996).
The "strategic" choice presented to traditional
candidates and their supporters by Arizona’s matching
funds trigger is not less burdensome than the burdens these settled constitutional doctrines generally
prohibit the government from imposing on the choices
of individuals and groups. See, e.g., Rutan, 497 U.S.
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at 76 (observing, despite the choice to seek public
employment, "the First Amendment... protects state
employees not only from patronage dismissals but
also from ’even an act of retaliation as trivial as
failing to hold a birthday party for a public employee
... when intended to punish her for exercising her
free speech rights’") (citation omitted) (emphasis
added). Consequently, the Ninth Circuit’s declaration
that Arizona’s matching funds trigger imposes only
an "insubstantial" burden on the exercise of First
Amendment rights, and the First and Fourth Circuit’s assertion that no burden is imposed, threaten to
create confusion that could undermine the application
of well-settled First Amendment jurisprudence.
Compare Pet. App. 28-35 with Daggett, 205 F.3d at
464; Leake, 524 F.3d at 437. As the ultimate guardian
of uniformity in constitutional law, the Court should
grant this petition to heal the breach between the
circuits before this can happen. Fortunately, as
discussed below, the Court need not reinvent the
wheel to harmonize First Amendment jurisprudence
- it needs only to enforce the principles applied in
Citizens United and Davis.
III. The principles enforced by the Court in
Citizens United and Davis provide a clear
framework for harmonizing the split between the circuits on the constitutionality of matching funds triggers.
The Court can bring harmony to the circuits on
the question of the constitutionality of matching
funds triggers by enforcing Citizens United and
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Davis. Matching funds triggers clearly run afoul of
Citizens United’s requirement that campaign finance
regulations prevent actual or apparent quid pro quo
corruption, rather than leveling disproportionate
resources and influence among candidates and interest groups. 130 S. Ct. at 909-11. Moreover, as discussed below, the Ninth Circuit’s merits decision is an
outlier that uniquely impedes lower courts from
logically applying Davis to harmonize the split among
the circuits on the constitutionality of matching
funds. Therefore, while enforcing Citizens United and
Davis can unify First Amendment jurisprudence on
the constitutionality of matching funds triggers, the
Court must first grant this petition.
A.

Citizens United’s prohibition on influence and resource leveling campaign
finance regulations provides a clear
framework for harmonizing the split
between the circuits.

Under Citizens United, the Supreme Court
unequivocally declared that the purpose of diminishing or leveling the disproportionate resources and
influence of certain factions cannot justify campaign
finance regulation. 130 S. Ct. at 909-11. In direct
opposition to Citizens United’s holding, the Arizona
Citizens Clean Elections Act unequivocally aims at
"diminishing the influence of special interest money,"
protecting "the voices and influence of the vast majority of American citizens," and encouraging qualified
candidates to run for office "who lack personal wealth
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or access to special-interest funding." ARIZ. REV. SWAT.
§ 16-940. State agencies enforcing similar statutory
schemes throughout the United States also freely
admit the influence and resource leveling purpose of
matching funds triggers. See, e.g., Understanding
Connecticut Campaign Finance Laws: A Guide for
2008 General Assembly Candidates Participating in
the Citizens’ Election Program, at 2 (2008), available
at http ://www. ct.gov/seec/lib/seec/publications/cep_guide_
june_2008_final_auto.pdf (last visited August 12,
2010). The resource and influence leveling purpose of
matching funds triggers is further evidenced by
Respondents’ admissions following this Court’s June
8, 2010 order.
After the issuance of this Court’s June 8, 2010
order blocking the issuance of matching funds, no
member of the Arizona Citizens Clean Elections
Commission articulated any concern about anticorruption purposes being frustrated by enjoining Arizona’s matching funds trigger. Pet. App. 182-89.
Instead, the Commissioners discussed how the decision was "unfair" to candidates because it prevented
the Clean Elections Act from "leveling the playing
field," which it was "designed to do." Pet. App. 186-87.
Moreover, the drafter of the Clean Elections Act,
Respondent Clean Elections Commissioner Louis
Hoffman, admitted that Arizona’s matching funds
trigger was designed to give participating candidates
access to private contributions in the event there were
insufficient public funds to finance their campaigns.
Pet. App. 183-84 (referring to ARIz. REV. SWAT. § 16954(F)).
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As the foregoing facts illustrate, matching funds
triggers are plainly meant to equalize resources and
influence among candidates and interest groups. In
particular, when push comes to shove, Arizona’s
matching funds trigger is designed to elevate its
resource and influence leveling purpose above any
purported purpose associated with shielding participating candidates from the influence of private contributions. Accordingly, by enforcing Citizens United’s
requirement that campaign finance regulations serve
genuine anticorruption purposes, this court could
immediately bring harmony to First Amendment
jurisprudence.1

1 Of course, the Ninth Circuit contends that the resource
and influence leveling purpose of matching funds triggers
encourages the participation of candidates in public financing
schemes, which, in turn, purportedly prevents actual or apparent quid pro quo corruption. Pet. App. 34-38. But this claim
essentially concedes that matching funds triggers amount to
"prophylaxis-upon-prophylaxis," which cannot withstand strict
scrutiny under Federal Election Comm’n v. Wisconsin Right to
Life, 551 U.S. 449, 479 (2007). Even if intermediate scrutiny
were applicable to matching funds triggers, as held by the Ninth
Circuit, encouraging participation in public financing schemes
does not ipso facto serve anticorruption purposes as required by
Citizens United. Expert witness Dr. Marcus Osborn and the
Eleventh Circuit have both emphasized that promoting participation in public financing does not advance any anticorruption
purpose when private campaign financing is already stringently
regulated, such as in Arizona and Florida. Compare Pet. App.
255-74 with Scott, 2010 WL 2977614, at "13-’14, 2010 U.S. App.
LEXIS 15897, at *37-*40.
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B.

Davis also provides a framework for
harmonizing the split between the circuits by isolating the Ninth Circuit as
an outlier.

Davis also provides a powerful framework for
harmonizing the split between the circuits on the
constitutionality of matching funds triggers. In Davis,
the Court struck down the "Millionaire’s Amendment"
- a federal campaign finance regulation that triggered elevated contribution limits for one candidate
when an opposing self-financed candidate contributed
or spent his own money above a certain threshold. In
striking down the Millionaire’s Amendment, Davis
directly relied upon Day, 34 F.3d 1356, 1359-60,
which struck down Minnesota’s matching funds
trigger. Davis, 128 S. Ct. at 2772. Davis’ reference to
Day was not a random space-filling citation. The
Court clearly regarded the fates of contribution limit
triggers and matching funds triggers to be linked.
Davis’ acceptance of this premise holds the key to
harmonizing First Amendment jurisprudence among
the circuits.
1. By tying the fate of contribution
limit triggers to matching funds
triggers, Davis makes it possible to
harmonize the First, Second, Fourth,
Sixth, Eighth and Eleventh Circuits.
The First, Fourth and Sixth Circuit cases that
upheld matching funds triggers prior to Davis were
each premised on the constitutionality of contribution
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limit triggers. This is evidenced by the fact that the
Fourth Circuit case of Leake, 524 F.3d at 437, which
upheld North Carolina’s matching funds trigger,
directly relied upon the First and Sixth Circuit cases
of Daggett and Gable to reach its holding. Daggett
and Gable, in turn, directly relied upon Wilkinson v.
Jones, 876 F. Supp. 916, 927-28 (W.D. Ky. 1995),
which upheld contribution limit triggers. Daggett, 205
F.3d at 469; Gable, 142 F.3d at 947 n.7.
By striking down contribution limit triggers,
Davis necessarily overruled Wilkinson. Because Davis
overrules the case upon which the First, Fourth and
Sixth Circuits base their affirmation of matching
funds triggers, a logical application of Davis’ holding
could naturally heal their split with the Second,
Eighth and Eleventh Circuits. Simply put, by overruling Wilkinson, Davis implicitly overruled Daggett and
Gable by undercutting their reliance upon Wilkinson.
And by implicitly overruling Daggett and Gable,
Davis also implicitly overruled the Fourth Circuit
Case of Leake. Davis thus furnishes a powerful precedential framework for harmonizing First Amendment
jurisprudence concerning matching funds triggers
among the First, Second, Fourth, Sixth, Eighth, and
Eleventh Circuits. Unfortunately, the Ninth Circuit
has disrupted the harmonious development of the law
under Davis.
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2.

This petition should be granted because the Ninth Circuit’s decision is
a unique impediment to the harmonious development of First Amendment jurisprudence under Davis.

The Ninth Circuit is an outlier even among
circuits that have upheld matching funds triggers.
Despite Davis’ direct reliance upon Day, the Ninth
Circuit is the only circuit that does not regard the
fate of matching funds triggers to be tied to the fate of
contribution limit triggers under the First Amendment. Pet. App. 27-32 & 28-30 n.9. In this respect,
despite purporting to follow Daggett, the Ninth Circuit actually deviated from Daggett’s reasoning to
reach Daggett’s outcome.
In pursuit of a preferred outcome, the Ninth
Circuit has created a new split between the circuits
as to whether contribution limit triggers and matching funds triggers impose the same kind of burden on
free speech. By fomenting this new circuit split, the
Ninth Circuit has disrupted the uniformity that
otherwise could have naturally arisen from lower
courts logically applying Davis to heal the split
between and among the First, Second, Fourth, Sixth,
Eighth and Eleventh Circuits. And because the Ninth
Circuit is a unique impediment to the harmonious
development of First Amendment jurisprudence
concerning matching funds triggers under Davis,
granting this petition in particular is absolutely
essential to establishing uniformity in the law.
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CONCLUSION
This case clearly involves matters of nationwide
importance. If the circuit split over the constitutionality of matching funds triggers is not resolved, confusion will soon envelope First Amendment jurisprudence. To restore and ensure uniformity in the law,
this Court should grant this petition. Citizens United
and Davis lead the way.
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